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Perchaplectic (CD)
Perchaplectic
Released: 1997
? 1997 Daddy's Tutti Music, BMI
Perchaplectic is a one of a kind collection of songs & recordings reflecting this artist's range of
musical interests. Presented in an album format, the CD is 74 minutes long.
All of the material was recorded & mixed by Galasso in his home studio and the musicians playing
on the CD are all exceptional. Many of them were child prodigies, and all of them are from Baton
Rouge, Louisiana.
New Orleans' "Offbeat" magazine called PERCHAPLECTIC: "A Perfect Piece of Ear-Candy...
Perchaplectic does have its share of expert playing, tasteful while exploratory, especially Gary Don
Smith's blues licks and Galasso's own Prince-like mastery of almost every instrument he puts his
hand on. Imagine a Double Fantasy-era John Lennon transported to the Nineties and blissfully
ignoring the Alternative and Electronica explosions and you'll get some idea of what's going on.
And the sole break with convention-the medley of "I'm Comin' Over/Perchaplectic" and
"Heaven"-works so well that one realizes even this is not the limit of Galasso's talents. Where are
the A&R suits when you need 'em. - The best local pop record of this new year."
In 1999, Galasso singed on with Labrador Records in England where Perchaplectic was the
featured CD on Audiostreet.com who called the CD, "a stunning eclectic collection of 17 songs".
In 2001 his song "Let's Make it Work Somehow" charted at #14 on the garageband.com "Pop"
charts and was featured as "Song of the Day" based on enthusiastic reviews by listeners from all
over the world.
Two songs off of Perchaplectic, the Bowie-ish "Blonde & Fair", and his Epic "10 Miles Away" have
been licensed by Shockwave.com for use in their Photojam application.
Purchase at: iTunes

Purchase the CD at: CDBaby Amazon
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Purchase the MP3 at: CDBaby Amazon
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